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                    Costa Rican Tailor-Made Vacations!
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                    Unique Experiences & Accommodations in Costa Rica
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                    Explore Costa Rica, the way you want
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                    Travel beyond the ordinary in Costa Rica
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                Costa Rica is Nature:

                Earth, Water, Air and Fire

                Working in perfect harmony and balance, the elements bring forth the origin of life on Earth and remind us of the purity of our own existence. When you come to Costa Rica, you return to nature’s essence.

                At Elements, our inspiration comes from the spirit of our environment, thus helping us give meaning to your Costa Rica travel experience. Through years of expertise, an intimate understanding of local attractions and hospitality, and our love for the rainforest and all that she has to offer, we are able to pull together the best of ingredients for the perfect Costa Rica escape.

                Starting with authentic encounters, both in nature and among local culture, we add a touch of luxury and care to create your dream Costa Rica vacation.

                Elements is the premier Costa Rica tour operator that specializes in designing tailor-made trips for travelers who seek select, extraordinary, detail-oriented itineraries. Our boutique service concept is designed for travelers rather than tourists; allowing you to have access to Costa Rica’s best kept secrets, off-the-beaten-path discovery and adventure, and choice care and accommodation. With our combined years of experience, creativity and professionalism, we are able to present a more privileged experience of Costa Rica.

                The Elements portfolio of accommodations includes an ample inventory of sophisticated luxury resorts, lovely boutique hotels and haciendas, small exclusive lodges, and a wide array of hotels located in the most essential destinations of Costa Rica.

                We offer assistance and consultation while planning your Costa Rican itinerary, and will make recommendations that are in tune with your specific profile and travel needs.

            

        

    

    
        
            Let’s get started

            Contact us for your Costa Rican dream vacation!
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